Beyond Text: Unveiling Corporate Communication Strategies Through Textual Analysis of CEO Letters
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Abstract

Companies seek to manage stakeholder expectations by providing realistic and consistent forecasts aligned with expected future performance. Consistency in communication is crucial for instilling trust. Annual reports offer a detailed overview of financial results and corporate performance. These documents often include in-depth analyses, explanatory notes, and future outlooks. This research aims to explore the communication strategies adopted by businesses by means of a longitudinal and spatial comparison. We carried out a textual analysis of CEO letters extracted from the annual reports of companies listed on major global stock indices. The analysis was conducted by comparing the communication strategies adopted by American, Asian, and European companies over a five-year period. In the context of scientific mapping analyses, we adopted a topic detection strategy based on word embedding to capture both syntactic and semantic nuances detected in CEO letters. This study aims at providing a useful contribution to concerned stakeholders, who want to understand how companies have addressed economic challenges through the lens of their official communications.
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